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Trapping states in the one-atom maser or micromaser are predicted by maser theory and are a
consequence of the quantization of the electromagnetic field. They have been found in our exper
when the inversion of atoms leaving the cavity is observed while the interaction time is scanned.
correspond to quantum states of the atom-cavity system and under certain conditions represen
states. The trapping states occur when the atom-field dynamics complete a full evolution (or mult
thereof). Owing to feedback through the maser dynamics, a stabilization of the photon number i
steady state field of the maser cavity is achieved. [S0031-9007(99)09112-7]

PACS numbers: 42.50.Dv, 84.40.Ik
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One of the simplest systems in quantum mechanics i
two level atom interacting with a single mode of the ele
tromagnetic field. This problem was first treated theore
cally by Jaynes and Cummings [1]. The one-atom mas
or micromaser is the experimental realization of this sy
tem, as it allows one to study the interaction of a sing
atom with a single mode of a highQ cavity. Cavity Q
factors as high as3 3 1010, corresponding to an aver-
age lifetime of a photon in the cavity of 0.2 s, have bee
achieved. The photon lifetime is therefore much long
than the interaction time of an atom with the maser fiel
being approximately30 130 ms for a thermal atomic
beam. The micromaser field is driven by excited sta
atoms entering the cavity successively which produces
steady state quantum field [2]. The atoms used in the
periments are rubidium Rydberg atoms pumped by las
excitation into the63P3y2 upper maser level. The lower
maser level is either the61D5y2 or the61D3y2 depending
on the cavity frequency. The atom field dynamics are o
served by measuring the state of atoms leaving the c
ity in a state sensitive field ionization detector. The fie
inside the cavity consists of only one to a few photon
nevertheless, it is possible to study the interaction in gre
detail. The counting statistics of the pump atoms eme
ing from the cavity allow one to measure the nonclassic
nature of the cavity field [3]. The dynamics of the atom
field interaction can be investigated by selecting and va
ing the velocity and therefore the interaction time of th
pump atoms. Sub-Poissonian atom statistics [4], bistab
ity and hysteresis [5], and atom-atom interference [6] ha
all been measured under suitable experimental conditio
for a review, see Refs. [7,8].

A characteristic pump curve of the micromaser is pr
duced by plotting the average photon number as a funct
of the pump parameterQ [9], which is defined as

Q 
p

Nex Vtint . (1)

Heretint is the interaction time of atoms with the cavity
Nex is the number of atoms passing through the cav
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in a field decay time, andV is the atom field coupling
constant. At low temperatures of the cavity the number
blackbody photons in the cavity mode is reduced and und
this condition, trapping states begin to appear [10]. Th
occur in the micromaser when the atom field couplin
V, and the interaction time,tint, are chosen such that in
a cavity field with nq photons each atom undergoes a
integer number,k, of Rabi cycles. This is summarized
by the condition

Vtint

p
nq 1 1  kp . (2)

When Eq. (2) is fulfilled, each atom undergoes a fu
Rabi cycle leaving the cavity photon number unchanged
ter the interaction; hence the photon number is “trappe
This will occur regardless of the atomic pump rateNex.
The trapping state is therefore characterized by the up
bound photon numbernq and the number of integer mul-
tiples of full Rabi cyclesk. Trapping states are quantum
features of the micromaser field that occur through the
fluence of Fock or number states of the electromagne
field. Related systems making use of single atom dyna
ics could also display the same features [11].

The preparation of trapping states in the micromaser
of interest as it is a forerunner to the realization of Foc
states of an electromagnetic field in steady state [12]. T
problems associated with the detection of a trapping st
in the micromaser field were discussed in Ref. [7]. Briefl
the Q of the cavity must be high enough that an emitte
photon is stored for a period longer than the interactio
time and the average atom-atom separation. The ato
lifetime must be long enough that spontaneous emiss
does not significantly affect the visibility of trapping state
in a measurement of atomic statistics. A lower atom
pump rate is preferable to increase the visibility of trappin
states by reducing the impact of external fluctuations a
two atom effects [13]. The temperature of the cavity mu
be low enough to remove the influence of thermal photo
which prevents perfect inversion even at the positions
trapping states. Finally the atomic beam must have
narrow velocity distribution.
© 1999 The American Physical Society 3795
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In this paper we report on the first measurements of tra
ping states in the micromaser. We are able to find intera
tion times in steady state operation of the micromaser
which the atoms undergo integral numbers of Rabi cycl
leaving the cavity photon number unchanged.

The experimental apparatus is presented in Fig. 1 a
has been described in detail previously [5]. Briefly, i
this experiment, a3He-4He dilution refrigerator houses the
microwave cavity which is a closed superconducting ni
bium cavity with a quality factor of1.5 3 1010. A rubid-
ium oven provides two collimated atomic beams: a cent
atomic beam passing directly into the cryostat and a seco
beam directed to an additional excitation region. The se
ond beam was used as a frequency reference. A freque
doubled dye laser (l  294 nm) was used to excite rubid-
ium (85Rb) atoms to the Rydberg63P3y2 state from the
5S1y2sF  3d ground state.

Velocity selection is provided by angling the excitatio
laser towards the main atomic beam at11± to the nor-
mal. The dye laser was locked, using an external co
puter control, to the5S1y2sF  3d-63P3y2 transition of the
reference atomic beam excited under normal inciden
The reference transition was detuned by Stark shifting t
resonance frequency using a stabilized power supply. T
enabled the laser to be tuned while remaining locked
an atomic transition. Figure 2 shows the Doppler broa

FIG. 1. The experimental setup. The atoms leaving t
rubidium oven are excited into the63P3y2 Rydberg state using
a UV laser at an angle of11±. Following the cavity the atoms
are detected using state selective field ionization. Tuning of t
cavity is performed using two piezo translators. The referen
beam is used to stabilize the laser frequency to a Stark shif
atomic resonance, allowing the velocity of the atoms to b
tuned continuously.
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ened spectrum of the velocity selecting laser and the po
tions of the Stark shifted reference resonance over a ran
of electric field strengths. The higher peak (indicated
was used as the reference excitation. The measureme
of frequency detuning were calibrated using the know
fine structure splitting of the 63 Rydberg state at zer
electric field. To check this calibration, the polarizability
of the 63P3y2 state was calculated, using our data, to b
1.16 6 0.04 GHzysVycmd2, compared with a published
value of 1.12 GHzysVycmd2 [14]. Time of flight mea-
surements were additionally used to calibrate the veloci
of the atoms over a broad range of Stark voltages and usi
these self-consistent checks the interaction time (tint) was
extracted. The velocity width of the selected atomic bea
was better than 3%. The interaction time tuning range e
tended from 30 to130 ms depending on the available laser
power and the desired atomic beam flux. There was an u
certainty in the calculated interaction time of2 ms, arising
from the determination of the cavity length and Stark de
tunings. For interaction times below40 ms the Doppler
distributions of the63P1y2 and63P3y2 levels overlap lead-
ing to excitation of noninteracting63P1y2 atoms disturbing
the maser statistics.

The microwave cavity was tuned to the63P3y2-
61D5y2s21.4560 MHzd Rydberg transition in rubidium
with a coupling constantV  39 6 5 kHz. The life-
times of the two atomic states are488 ms and 244 ms,
respectively. The coupling constantV was determined
by calibrating the shape of the maserline for this cavit
using a known pump rate,Nex, and interaction time,tint,
against theory [6]. When performing an experiment, th
data collection program writes a file which records th
state (excited or ground) of every detected atom and
arrival time at the state selective detector. Exactly 640

FIG. 2. Position of the5S1y2-63P3y2 transition as a function of
the applied electrical field in the reference unit. The uppermo
plot shows the Doppler broadened excitation spectrum of th
atoms in the cryostat. It is clearly visible that the laser ca
be tuned through the velocity distribution while keeping the
frequency locked to the indicated peak.
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events were logged for every condition of interaction tim
and pump rate. Using atoms with atint of 45 ms we
determined the overall detection efficiency to be 40% b
identifying maser thresholds. Each detector has miscou
of approximately 2%; however, for slower atoms the tot
detector efficiency is reduced by atomic decay.

When a trapping state is realized by choosing a prop
interaction time, the photon number distribution is strong
peaked in the rangen # nq, in which state the maser
remains until a random event occurs, which changes t
photon number in the cavity and violates the trapping sta
condition. In general during the steady state operation
a micromaser in a trapping state, the waiting time betwe
two atoms in the lower state becomes longer and o
should expect a general suppression of events in the low
state atom detector and an increase in the upper st
detector [15], a feature that should be preserved throu
increasing atomic pump rateNex. The relevant quantity
here is the atomic inversion,I, which is defined as

Istintd  Pgstintd 2 Pestintd , (3)

where Pesgdstintd is the probability of finding an excited
state (ground state) atom for a particular interactio
time tint.

A Fock state shows ideal sub-Poissonian statistics. Co
sequently under the influence of a trapping state the atom
statistics should also be sub-Poissonian. Therefore an
dependent check of the data is to look at the statistic
properties of the emergent atoms, namely, by observi
the normalized variance of atoms in the lower state [4,16
As an atom in the ground state must have emitted a pho
into the cavity, the lower state atom statistics are strong
related to cavity photon statistics [3]. Briefly, when th
maser is under the influence of a trapping state, an at
cannot emit into the cavity until a photon decays from th
mode. When this occurs the next excited state atom e
tering the cavity will emit a photon with a high proba-
bility, returning the cavity to the trapping state. This
results in a regular spacing of ground state atoms and
reduction of fluctuations in the count rate. Outside of th
trapping state conditions the cavity photon number ca
take any allowed quantity. Hence, outside of the tra
ping state condition, a greater level of fluctuations of lowe
state atoms is expected. The relevant statistical quantity
the Fano-MandelQ function which indicates the deviation
of the counting statistics from Poissonian statistics. It
defined as

Qstd 
knstd2l 2 knstdl2

knstdl
2 1 , (4)

wherenstd is the number of counts in an interval of length
t. For a Poissonian beamQstd  0, sub-Poissonian
(reduced fluctuation) statistics produceQstd , 0 and
super-Poissonian (increased fluctuation) statistics produ
Qstd . 0.
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Figures 3(A) and 3(B) present experimental measu
ments of the atomic inversion as a function of interactio
time for two values ofNex and a cavity temperature o
0.3 K which corresponds to a thermal photon number
0.054. A linear trend towards longer interaction times c
be seen in Figs. 3(A) and 3(B). This occurs as a result
the shorter lifetime of lower state atoms compared to upp
state atoms, causing greater loss at long interaction tim
which means long flight times to the detector. To app
a first order correction for this effect, the linear trend h
been subtracted in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) to remove the influ-
ence of the lifetime effect on the relative visibility of the
dips in the curves. This result shows a good qualitati
agreement with the Monte Carlo simulations perform
in Ref. [7].

In Fig. 3(a) for a lower Nex the trapping states due
to the vacuumfsnq, kd  s0, 1dg, one photonfsnq, kd 
s1, 1dg, and two photonfsnq, kd  s2, 1d, s2, 2dg trapping
states are quite clear, while in Fig. 3(b) the vacuum and
one photon trapping state have become less visible.
the pump rateNex increases, the width of the trapping
states decreases [10] and detuning and velocity averag

FIG. 3. Atomic inversion as a function of interaction time
Plots (A) and (B) present the inversion as a function
interaction time for pump rates ofNex  7 and Nex  10,
respectively. Plots (a) and (b) represent the plots (A) and
(B), respectively, after the linear trend was removed (see te
The vertical lines on the plot indicate the theoretical positio
of all low order trapping states over the range of interactio
times of the plot. Dips in the inversion can be identifie
as corresponding with the positions of the indicated trappi
states. The visibility of trapping states falls with a higher pum
rateNex.
3797
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FIG. 4. Fano-MandelQ function vs interaction time. Sup-
pression of fluctuations can be seen at many indicated positi
of trapping states. The error bars are derived from a pessimi
evaluation of the statistical errors of the calculation. We e
plicitly state that there is an error of2 ms in the experimental
determination of the interaction time. Also owing to a sma
error in our knowledge of the coupling constantV, there is
a corresponding uncertainty in the theoretical positions of t
trapping states.

have a larger effect. More importantly for higher pum
rates the proportion of two atom events grows, reduci
the visibility of trapping states. This is an effect that i
well documented [13]. The higher visibility using a lowe
pump rate was therefore expected. For this reason only
lower pump rate curve [Fig. 3(A)] is considered for furthe
analysis.

The Q function of ground state atoms is presented
Fig. 4. Unlike the inversion plots no lifetime modifica
tions were necessary for this graph. To remove exce
experimental noise from the data, each point is averag
over time periods between one and four cavity decay tim
In sub-Poissonian regions theQ function reaches a steady
state value in less than one cavity decay time [3].

In Fig. 4 the effect of trapping states can be seen
the form of reduced fluctuations in the atomic statistics
agreement with the inversion plot Fig. 3(a). When the
maser is under the conditions of a vacuum trapping sta
the atomic statistic is nearly PoissoniansQ . 0d. This is
to be expected, considering that under the conditions o
vacuum trapping state any emission into the cavity violat
the trapping condition [Eq. (2)]. Such events are identifie
by the detection of a ground state atom and should
randomly distributed. For the higher order trapping stat
(e.g., fornq  2) this situation changes. To preserve th
trapping condition cavity photons have to be replaced wh
3798
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they are removed from the cavity by the field damping
Consequently there have to be regularly spaced emiss
events resulting in a reduced fluctuation of the lower sta
counts on a time scale of about one cavity decay time.

In this paper we report on the first measurements of tra
ping states in the steady state micromaser field. Two me
ods of analysis have been applied to the data, an invers
measurement which relies only on the preservation of
steady state field in the micromaser cavity and a statistic
approach where the time spacing of the emerging grou
state atoms is considered. Both methods reveal an eff
on the steady state dynamics of the maser that is due to
influence of trapping states. This work leads the way
future experiments to prepare higher order Fock states a
macroscopic superpositions of the field. Using a know
interaction time one can readily prepare states of zero, o
two, or more photons in the field. We have shown that th
preparation of such states poses no in-principle difficul
for the current micromaser experimental apparatus.
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